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What is epistasis?

• Epistasis is hard to define!
• Classically defined as suppression of the phenotype of one 

allele by another allele of a different gene (Bateson 1909)
• Multiple genes, one pathway/phenotype
• Can simply refer to interactions between alleles

• Epistasis analysis usually refers to the phenotypic analysis of 
double mutants compared to the singles

• The epistatic gene/allele in a double mutant refers to the allele 
that gives a visible phenotype and “masks” the other.  

• Epistasis can also refer to synthetic interactions between mutants
• Synthetic lethality
• Suppression



Assumptions in epistatic analysis

• There is a signal that affects phenotype. The experimenter can find 
out the state of the signal, independently of genotype or phenotype.

• The signal and the two genes under study are the sole 
determinants of phenotype under the conditions of the experiment.

• The signal and the two genes are either on or off; there are no 
intermediate levels of activity. (For instance, partial loss-of-function 
mutations should be avoided.)

• In the wild type the signal determines whether one of the genes 
(the upstream gene) is on or off; this in turn determines whether the 
second (downstream) gene is on or off.

Avery and Wasserman 1992



Genetic dissection of the secretory pathway



The sec screen: Defining the secretory network



Identification of 23 sec complementation groups



Epistatic analysis: ordering the secretory pathway



The yeast secretory pathway



Screen for genes involved in programmed cell death



Suppressor screens can reveal 
additional genes in a pathway



Working out pathways from epistasis data



Epistasis analysis general rules

• The epistatic mutation is the one whose phenotype is displayed in 
the doubly mutant animal; the mutation whose phenotype is not 
displayed is hypostatic to the other. 

• In a chemical synthesis pathway- the epistatic mutation defines the 
upstream gene.

• In an on/off switch pathway with a binary output, the epistatic 
mutation defines the downstream gene.

• The two mutations must act oppositely in order for the analysis 
to be interpretable 



Chemical screening in yeast



Chemical screening in yeast



Genetic suppression of a drug-induced phenotype



The search for downstream effectors of RAS



Overexpression suppressor screens/subcloning


